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12 /  The Cycle Is Transitioning Towards The Last Stage - Asset Outlook For H1 2018 - Despite strong global equity per-
formance in 2017 and markets, which are expecting cyclical reflation, it seems that many investors are still wedded to the 
idea of New Normal playbook: they have settled into expectations for ‘more-of-the-same’ which has been low, non-infla-
tionary-driven growth. Investors have also become wary of the elongated business cycle, and more conservative in their 
longer term outlook as last year progressed. Indeed, the market performance in most part of  2017 was typical of the asset 
performance and the state of investor sentiment just ahead of a last reflation stage, which we believe started to unfold late 
last Summer and could continue over the next 6 to 9 months. Gradually, the wariness seen last year should disappear as 
many investors who stayed away will re-embrace the cyclical side of markets, re-enter the USD and push yields higher during 
H1 2018. But this phase should mark the latest stage in the uptrend cycle, as the blow-off turns into the initial stage of a 
important downward correction. Once it happens, a more defensive positioning in equities, currencies, credit and commodi-
ties will be warranted, and fixed income will become the sole safe haven along with gold and maybe the agricultural sector.

18 / Timing and Tactical Insight - Since September, Inflation and Growth expectations have finally been pulling long term 
rates up, how long is this trend sustainable? - Equity to Bond ratios are still rising. From what we can assess today, until late 
Q1 for the US, and late Q2 for Europe. Both timing points correspond to potentially two tops on the US 10 year benchmark 
bond yield. For Q1, we are still very positive on the reflation trade: we would expect an environment of rising yields (towards 
2.8% on the US 10Y), rising equity and probably a stronger US Dollar. Our perspective for Q2 are still split between two sce-
narios, one where markets start to distribute, US equities and yields first correct down, then re-retest up towards mid year, 
yet will not necessarily make new highs, the other, where the reflation trade follows through relatively unscathed into Q2, 
and ends with a late cycle Commodity blow-off, with US 10Y yield reaching above 3%. Perhaps, a mix of both.

24 / The US Dollar will be boosted by capital inflows in 2018 and should rise again - that could push the economy, mar-
kets over the tipping point - The dollar has weakened for most of 2017, and did so in several waves. However, the response 
by investors to the incentives partly created by the combination of monetary and fiscal policy will soon determine the near-
term course of the US Dollar and its counterparts. The US just announced significant tax cuts even as the economy showed 
signs of accelerating. The reduced corporate tax should encouraged capital repatriation and new inflows of foreign capital. 
The US has morphed from having the highest tax regime in the G5 to the lowest . This could be a game-changer for Foreign 
Direct Investments (FDIs) which play a large part in a currency’s long term valuation. This will have significant impact on the 
course of US bond yields and the US Dollar during 2018 and perhaps beyond.
But the combination of rising US Dollar and rising inflation, which we both expect to see not so long from here, will lead 
to tighter financial conditions later in the year. If the Fed follows through with its self-imposed regimen of three policy rate 
increases of 25 basis points for 2018, it may just push the financial markets and the economy over the tipping point. The US 
dollar is the most important asset class to watch in 2018.

27/ Timing and Tactical Insight - The US Dollar could bounce in Q1, re-test down in Q2 and then accelerate up in H2 2018  
- Over the last few weeks, the Dollar has sold off against most currencies as well as against most USD denominated assets. 
We believe it is now Oversold, and that, over the next few weeks, it could initiate a bounce, which could last into March 
and travel 3 to 5 figures vs other Major currencies. Following that, the Dollar could retrace back down during Q2, before it 
accelerate up again from mid 2018 towards 2019. On the sidelines, Commodity currencies, should be particularly strong vs 
the Majors, between late Q1 and mid year, probably a sign of a late cycle Commodity blow-off.

32 / Medium-term prospects for Gold, Silver and Gold Miner Equities : Q1 should not be supportive for the precious 
metal sector - Precious metals rallied 13.4% higher in 2017 (DCI Precious Metal index), thereby posting its second conse-
cutive annual gain -- precious metals gained 11.50 % in 2016. It was also the best yearly performance for gold since 2010. 
The US Dollar and precious metals (as well as a host of other cyclical assets) have also been very responsive to the changes 
in liquidity funding measures being provided by the Federal Reserve and the US Treasury. Although the impact of liquidity 
on asset prices is short-lived (from 3 to 6 months), the distributed, lagged effect could sometimes be profound, and could 
be a determinant of the high-frequency changes in precious metals and some cyclical assets. Our liquidity funding models 
(derived from Fed and Treasury provided financing flows) suggest that precious metals (especially Silver and Gold) are still 
getting some support on the very short term, then this should be followed by a likely decline in the price of those assets until 
the first half of April.

35 / Timing and Tactical Insight -  Commodities have re-synched in December, yet should diverge again in Q1 - As the 
Dollar sold off again in December, Copper, Gold and Oil have all been on the rise. Yet, the Dollar bounce we expect over the 
next couple of months should bring some differentiation within the Commodity space. Indeed, during Q1, Oil should conti-
nue to perform, while Copper consolidates at high levels and Gold sells off. From Q2, Copper should take the lead while Oil 
continues to perform and Gold stabilizes. Finally, from mid year, we would be buyers of Gold, while selling Oil and Copper. 
On the equity side, we would favour Energy (and especially its deep value segments) in Q1, Diversified Metals & Mining in 
Q2 and Gold mines for the rest of 2018.
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43 / These hurdles should not stop investors from engaging the equity markets this year - Forecasting «macro regimes» 
is difficult enough but predicting how the equity asset class and styles would behave in that regime is even more difficult. 
With the business cycle transitioning into its late stage, the task is set to become more difficult in 2018. The Federal Reserve 
has overseen the reduction in its securities portfolio without undue disturbances. The other buzz words which investor cite 
for their wariness of the market is the flattening and eventual inversion of the yield curve. The flattening of the yield curve 
toward inversion has not only had a consistent long-term track record of predicting the onset of economic recessions, it has 
also done well in providing a leading signal of an impending bull market peak and subsequent bear market decline. While the 
premise is generally true, the devil is in the details. These macro hurdles are not insurmountable, and these factors should 
not stop investors from participating in a blow-off last stage of the business cycle later in the first part of the year.

45 / Timing and Tactical Insight - Equity markets have now entered the latest stages of their uptrend, they should top out 
between March and mid year - Equity markets are entering the late stages of their 9 years Bull market. We expect them to 
top out in 2018, sometime between late Q1 and mid year. The correction that follows could be quite compelling and could 
last into mid / late 2019. In the meantime, during Q1, we would favor European and Japanese equity markets, which should 
outperform on the back of the US Dollar rebound we expect. Q2 may see a last extension up, which could be fuelled by a 
typical late cycle Commodity and Emerging markets boom.

53 / Splicing the markets - Avoid negative USD correlations until March - On the back of the US Dollar rebound we expect 
over the next couple months, we would hence avoid Defensive assets and Commodity related geographies. We would also 
favour large International Companies in Europe and Japan and smaller domestic companies in the US. Coming March, we 
may decide to reverse this market positioning, especially if our global markets scenario then favours a late stage Commodity 
blow-off in Q2, rather than a dull Distribution phase.
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